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ABSTRACT

Measurements of peak irradiances have been made in Los Angeles,
California, nighttime atmospheres at distances from 0.90 to 6.77'
statute miles from a Xenon flashlamp radiating uniformly in al!
directions. The measurements wzere made at wavelengths ..40,, 0.5a, -

0.77 and 0.88p (microns) with receiver fields of view up to 64"de-
grees half-angle. From these data attenuation coefficients were
calculated for collimated transmission and aureoled transmission
(km source and flat receiver facing the source).- Also calculated
for aureoled transmission were values of R, the ratio of "scattered-
in" radiation to direct radiation received -y the f lat rcie at

various distances from the source. Angular scattering diagrams and
attenuation coefficients for scattering were measured for radiation
of wavelengths 0.40, 0.451 0.50 and 0.55%1. Relations between these
optical characteristics of the atmosphere and meteoro'logical.charac-
teristics such as visibility, relative humidity,, and contaminant
contents were examined. Investigations of transmission variability -
with respect to both time end space were made. Curves wer6 prepared
from these and other experimental, data showing transmittances 'of four
typical atmospheres as a function of range for the case of flat re-
ceivers and radiation from a 4n black body source at 6000 degrees K.

0 0

The Problem: - - o a

The amount of thermal tadiation delivered to a g ven receiver-
from the fireball of a nuclear explosion depends on the transmittance
of the atmosphere as a function of wavelength, the spectral 4istri-. .*
butio4 of the radiation, thq receiver field of view, the range, the
albedo of the terrain, and the amount and height above the ground of
clouds piesentMTh6 purpose of thit experiment was to'determine the.
range of transmittance values of the Los Angles nighttime atmoshiI ie
during the:months of Aughst and September 1960.- .
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The Findings:

0 A Xenon flaslilamp 4r source and mobile photomultiplier receivers
* w th adjustable fields of view and filters are used to determine

atteuation coefficients for colllmaed transmisaion and aureoled

A * transmission (4U- source and flat receiver and for calculating P,, the
ratio of "scaPttered-in" to direct irradlance, at source-r ceiver dis-

00 o . tanees ranging from 0.90 to 6 -,77 statute miles. -A polar nephelometer

I - is us'ed to obtain afgular scattering diagrams and attenuation co- -

* : efPicients for scattering for radiation of wavelengths 0.40, o.45,_
° 0.5Q and 0.55[ in the Dos Angeles nighttime atmosphere. For 26 test

o 0 nights during August and September 1960, 50% of the measured attenu-

ation coefficients fcx collm.'td transmission of 0.54a radiation are
in the range 0.52 to*0.8 milea ; 50% of the-measured attenuation-

*0 oe.i.ie... for aureoi. transmission of 0.50, radiation are in the

range°0.32 to'O.58 mile- 1  Values of R are found to ncrease with
S aistance on both clear nd cloudy nights with one exception in which

A " clouds .t 1,0O feet are accompanied by a maximum in the H versus
c+ o distance curves for radiation of wavelength 0.77 and 0.88V. Weak

eorrelations are found b&tween attenuation coefficients and visibility,
and between attenuation coefficients and the contaminants NO2 , CO, afl&

"paricv..te matter (1W). -
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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION

INTRODUCTION

Experimental measurements of nighttime transmission of visible
and near infrared radiation from a 4v source to an uncollimated re-
ceiver have been made during recent years in the San Francisco Bay
Area,liB hg San Joaquin Valley and in Yucca Flat at the Nevada Test
Site. 1 ' .

-" This report describes the results of similar measure-
ments made at night in Los Angeles, California, during August and
September of 1960.

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The equipment used in this investigation was essentially the same
as that described in the report of the Nevada Test Site Study of
February 1960. A few modifications were made to meet new operating
requirements of the Los Angeles area and to remedy deficiencies which
became apparent during the previous study.

Two types of measurements were made. Transmission of the atmos-
phere was measured by means of a 4v light source and two mobile re-
ceiving stations. Angular scattering characteristics were determined
by a polar nephelometer.

The 4v radiation source was a General EBletric FT-617, Xenon-
filled flashlmp flashed automatically at 2 minute intervals by dis-
charging through it a 1200 mfd capacitor charged to a potential
difference of 3750 volts. The flash duration was approximately 5
milliseconds. Figure 1 shows the lamp as mounted on top of the one-
ton panel truck which was substituted for the trailer used in the
Nevada Test Site experiments. The controls and power supply system
for the lamp were contained inside the truck.

1



Measurements of irradiance at different distances from the lamp
were made by two mobile receiving stations (Figure 2) each mounted in
a Metro-type van.

The measuring system used in each receiving station consisted of a
photomultiplier with auxiliary apertures and filters and an oscillo-
scope with vertical amplifier input connected across the photomulti-
plier load resistor. The peak height of the photomultiplier current
pulse produced by the light flash was measured by observing the re-
sulting oscilloscope trace. Earlier investigations ± showed that the
peak height of the trace is just as satisfactory as the area under the
trace as an indication of the amount of energy from the light flash
incident on the photomultiplier. The oscilloscope was triggered by
the action of the same light flash on an E. G. G. fiducial marker
focused on the light source. The fiducial marker contains a sensitive
photomultiplier-and thyratron circuit which produces a trigger pulse
at the very beginning of the light flash. Oscilloscope deflections
for each lamp flash were observed visually and recorded by the ob-
server.

The field of view "seen" by the photomultiplier in each detector
was limited by a fixed Qrtificial horizon and by adjustable stops above
the horizon with semi-circular apertures. The aperture sizes could be
varied to permit fields of view of 4, 8, 16, 28, 44, and 64 degrees
half-angle. In addition to the apertures, the field-of-view device
was equipped with a removable occulter, also semi-circular in shape,
but subtending only 2 degrees ha]Lf-.nge. The occulter was used to
blank out the central portion of the field of view and thus eliminate
the line-of-sight radiation froi the source. A sighting telescope was
used to point the field-of-view device at the source. Tests made
during the study indicated that the sighting method could center the
source in the aperture system with a tolerance of 1 1/2 degrees half-
angle. Four different photomultiplier-filter combinations were used
to provide irradiance measurements in four different spectral regions
centered at 0.40, 0.50, 0.77 and 0.88 microns. The two shorter wave-
length spectral bands were obtained with a Dumont 6292 photomultiplier
(S-11 surface) and Wratten filters No. 39 and No. 65. The two long
wavelength bands were obtained with a Dumont 6911 photomultiplier
(IR surface) and Wratten filters No. 16 and No. 87. Figure 3 contains
four curves showing the product obtained for each photomultiplier-
filter combination response when multiplied by the estimated spectral
distribution of the flash lamp output. The filter transmissions and
photomultiplier responses used in these curves were from manufacturerst
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data. The spectral distribution assumed for the lamp is that shown 5

in the literature as typical for a high voltage Xenon lamp. it is
recognized that the operating voltage (3750 volts) used on the project
lanp is higher than that used for the referenced data. However, in
the absence of more applicable data the referenced distribution curve

has been used. The chief effect of increased operating voltage at this
range would be to shift the minimum in the lampts spectral distribution
curve towards l. nger wavelengths. This shift would have only negligible
effects upon the shape of the combined curves for the two filter-
photomultiplier combinations having the shorter wavelength responses.
In the case of the two longer wavelength combinations the effect of the
shift would be to narrow the band width somewhat without affecting the
location of the peaks.

The Pritchard polar nephelometer described earlier '14 6 ' was again
used to determine angular scattering characteristics of the Los Angeles
atmosphere. This instrument measures the intensity of light scattered
from a collimated beam at angles ranging from 10 to 170 degrees at 5
degree intervals--the angles being measured from the forward direction
of the beam. Wratten filters 39, 47, 65, and 16 used in the nephelo-
meter in combination with a Dumont K-1448 photomultiplier tube with an
S-11 surface made it possible to obtain the above mentioned scattering
data for four different spectral bands of widths approximately 0.2 g
and peaks at wavelengths of 0.40 L, 0.45 ., 0.50 p, and 0.55 .

Figure 4 shows the location of the light source and the observa-
tion stations which were used during the experiment. The numbers
which are shown with each station identification indicate the distance
in statute miles between station and light source (left hand number),
and the station elevation in feet (right hand number). In this report
the word "mile" will be understood to mean statute mile.

The particular area used for the tests was selected because it was
believed to be the area most likely to have the heavy nighttime haze
and smog through which the measurements were desired. The light source
was located on the top of a hill adjoining radio station KPJD in High-
land Park, approximately 3 miles NE of downtown Los Angeles. Figures
5 and 6 show a panoramic view of the test area as seen from the source.
This source locaxion was chosen because it was centrally located and
high enough to be seen from many places in the area but low enough so
that it would be within the haze layer most of the time. It further-
more fulfilled other important requirements in that it was easily
accessible by automobile, had available electric power (thus obviating

3
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the use of the gasoline powered generator), provided an area for safe
Iytime storage of the truck, and was far enough removed from private
hones so that the flashiag light would not be considered objectionable
by neighboring residents. The sites for the observation stations -ere
selected so as to provide several stations along each of three different
lines or ranges radiating out from the source. The Highland Park range
extending NE from the source included the four stations Southwest Museum,
bapringvale, Poppy Peak, and Kenworthy; the Los Angeles River range ex-
tending NW from the source included the four stations Fernleaf, Alles-
andro, Cadan, and Griffith Park; the downtown Los Angeles range SW of
the source included the three stations Lacy, Elysian Park, and Ft.
Moore.

The Highland Park and Los Angeles River ranges were quite similar
topographically -- both being located in shallow valleys. The more
distant stations in both of these ranges were situated in areas which
were less densely populated than those surrounding the central stations.
The downtown Los Angeles range extended over a relatively flat terrain
bounded on one side by the hills of Elysian Park. In general, the
nighttime haze in the downtown area appeared to be somewhat more severe
than that in the other two areas, but the difference was never obvious-
ly great and in many cases could not be detected at all. One local
smoke source was apparent - an incinerator approximately one-half mile
southwest of the Lacy station which was in operation six nights of the
week. Although smoke from the incinerator stack was often observed,
there were no clearcut indications that it caused anomalous results.
On those occasions when the incinerator was shut down during the course
of a test run, comparisons between data taken before and after the
shutdown gave no indication that the incinerator had a significant
effect. On a few nights when irradiance measurements were being taken
at the Lacy Street station, wind shifts brought the smoke down to the
ground in the immediate vicinity of the truck, but even in these con-
ditions there was no apparent ef2ect on irradiance levels. It is
therefore believed that although the smoke from this source undoubted-
ly contributed to the overall haze condition, it had no localized
effects on irradiance measurements which would distort the attenuation
calculations.

Figures 7 through 13 show views of the source as seen from several
of the observation stations. The sites for the observation stations
were, for the most part, vacant lots or public grounds which provided
a direct line of sight to the light source, with a minimum of ob-
structions and interfering light sources within the 64 degree half

4i



angle field of view. The availability of such locations in a metro-
politan area such as Los Angeles is not great and so it was found
necessary to use a few sites in which the field of view was not com=
pletely clear of obstructions. These obstructions, however, filled
only a small percentage of the field and were not of a highly re-
flecting nature as can be seen from typical examples in Figures 10 and
11. It is believed that their effect was negligible.

E)MERINTAL AND DATA IEDUCTION MTCE DUPXS

The procedures used in this study were, n4 general, the same as
those used and discussed in previous reports. ' The following sertions
suTnmarize the methods and describe in some detail any procedural changes
that were made.

At any given station, with any given photomaltiplier-filter com-
bination, peak irradiance values from successive light flashes were
measured with various fields of view with and without the occulter.
Figure 14 shows photomultiplier response plotted as a function of
field of view in two typical runs -- one with and one without the
occulter. The fields of view used in these runs were typical of the
procedures followed in the preliminary phase of the investigations. As
is discussed below, this procedure was changed somewhat for the latter
part of the experiment. The photomultiplier response is expressed as
the peak value of the photomultiplier current pulse produced by the
light flash as observed on the oscilloscope trace. The data repre-
sented by the lower set of points in Figure 14 were obtained with the
2-degree half-angle occulter in place to blank out the direct or line-
of-sight radiation. Thus the curve which has been drawn through these
points represents all of the "scattered-in" radiation except for that
portion blocked out by the 2-degree occultir. For this reason the
curve has been drawn to intercept the X-axis at field of view 2 degrees
half-angle. The "scattered-in" radiation which was blocked out by the
occulter can be restored by raising the observed curve to pass through
the origin as shown by the dotted line. The dotted line curve when
extrapolated to the 90-degree half-angle field of view gives the ir-
radiance due to the scattered-in radiation which would be received
from the 4A source by a flat receiver or target. This is called Ise,
the irradiance due to "scattered-in" radiation, and is represented by
the plotted triangle.

The upper set of circles in Figure 14 show irradiance values with-
out the occulter in place and thus include both the direct or line-
of-sight radiation and the "scattered-in" radiation. The scatter of

5



these points and their poor fit to the shape of the lower curve are the

results of fluctuations in atmospheric transmission of the direct por-
tion of the radiation. The curve which has been drawn through the
upper set of points lies above the lower dotted curve by an amount
equal to the average irradiance resulting from the direct radiation.
Thus the intercept of this upper curve at 0 degrees field of view is
called Id and represents the irradiance due to direct or line-of-sight
radiation. The extrapol-ted value of this curve at the 90-degree half-
angle field of view represents the irradiance due to both the direct
and the "scattered-in" radiation which would be received from the 

4 7r
source by a flat receiver or target. This irradiance value is called
Ira , the aureoled irradiance. Both Id and It au are plotted as tri-

anges on the upper curve.

From the examination of many such curves obtained during the pre-
liminary runs in the Los Angeles area, it became apparent that the
nscattered-in" irradiance curves had characteristics in common which

could be used to simplify data taking. The lower portion of the curve
from 0 to 4 degrees field of view was for all practical purposes
straight and the slope of the curve gradually decreased as the field
of view increased. More specifically, the average slope between 64
and 90 degrees half-angle was estimated to be 0.7 of the slope from
44 to 64 degrees half-angle. Assuming these characteristics to apply
to all curves made it possible to extrapolate the "with-occulter" re-
sponses to the 90-degree half-angle field of view from data taken at
only the 4, 44 and 64-degree half-angle fields of v. iews Irradiance
measurements without occulter (direct plus "scattered-in") were neces-
sary at only the 64-degree half-angle field of view since the vertical
separation of the curves (Id) could be determined by an average of
readings at any desired field of view. The reduction in the required
number of fields of view made it possible to take a larger number of
readings at each field of view. This result was believed highly de-
sirable in view of the variabilities of the Los Angeles atmosphere.
Accordingly, the following schedule of observations was used for each
photomultiplier-filter combination: 64, 64, 64, 64, 640, 640, 40, 40,
440, 440, 64 , 64o, 64, 64, 64, 64 degrees half-angle, where the sub-
script o indcates that the 2-degree half-angle occulter was in place.
The large number of 64-degree readings with and without occulter were
taken because these were the most important readings in establishing
the Id and Itau values, and also because the 64-degree readings without
occulter customarily had a wide spread. As was indicated above, the
4-degree readings with occulter and the assumed X-axis intercept at
2 degrees half-angle field of view were used to establish the amount
the curve should be raised to restore the "scattered-in" radiation
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blocked out by the occulter. The 44-degree reading with occulter was
used in conjunction with the 64-degree reading with occulter to estab-
lish the curve slope for extrapolation to 90 degrees half-angle field
of view. Beginning and ending each run with a series of 64-degree half-
angle field of view readings made it possible to evaluate the over-all
constancy of the atmospheric transmission characteristics during the
run. In several cases marked changes in atmospheric conditions were
detected by comparisons of these readings. In such cases the data were
discarded since extrapolation of the curve of irradiance versus field
of view pre-supposes constant atmospheric conditions over the time
period during which the data were taken.

Data taken over the same time period by each of the two mobile re-
ceivers located at two different stations make possible the determination
of Id and Itau values for the same photomultiplier-filter combination
at two different distances from the source. Knowing Id for a given
wavelength at distances D1 and D2 from the source make possible the
calculation of the attenuation coefficient at for that wavelength as
follows: d

at D D i
1 (Id)1 D2

-D2 D1 (d) 22

Where (I )l and (I) are the direct irradiance values (described above
as distances andD from the source; the D and terms are
introduced to remove he inverse square effect of distance on irradi-
ance; and 0t is the sum of the absorption coefficient and scattering
coefficient applicable to a collimated beam in which attenuation occurs
as a result of absorption and scattering out. This method of computing
at from irradiangehmeasurements at only two stations differs from that
previously used.)'* In the earlier studies the quantity ln IAD 2 was
plotted as a function of D where I d was the measured irradiance (direct
radiation) at each of the observation stations -- as many as eight or
nine different observation stations being used in a single night. The
negative slope of the straight line connecting these plotted points wa4
then taken as at for the atmosphere concerned. In order that this
slope method be valid there should be no appreciable changes in optical
characteristics of any part of the atmosphere being measured during the
entire test period. In the Los Angeles atmospheres such constant con-
ditions did not often last for the required several hours. Using the
above described two-station method, data for the determination of at
could be obtained in 32 minutes for a given photomultiplier-filter
combination. Thus on each test night in Los Angeles the general
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procedure was to make several at determinations for each of the wave-
lengths concerned. Each at value obtained -was representative of the
atmosphere between the two stations being used for the particular half
hour during which the data were taken. On most nights aU. of the
attenuation measurements were made at a single pair of stations although
on some occasions two pairs of stations were used.

The procedures described above have all referred to at determina-
tions. The attenuation coefficient tau for the case of aureoled trans-
mission, that is, for the case of a 4x source and a flat receiver, was
calculated in the same manner using the irradiance Ita u instead of Id .
The measuring data used to compute Itau were obtaine at the same time
as those used to compute I d and thus each atau value has a companion at
value representative of the same atmosphere. It should be pointed out
that in the method used to compute 0 tau it is assumed that Gtau is in-
dependent of distance. From preliminary measurements made in Los
Angeles at four distances from the source (maximum 6.7X miles) it was
found that the points obtained from a plot of ln ItauD- versus D lay on
a straight line within the limits to be expected under the conditions
of atmospheric variabiity which prevailed during the experiment.
Earlier experiments , 'tin the desert atmosphere indicated the same
independence of atau with respect to D for distances up to approximately
17 miles. The same results were found for the relationship between In
IdD 2 and D and thus the coefficient at has also been assumed independent
of distance -- an assumption which is generally made in the literature.

Since the calculation of atau or at required that comparisons be
made between irradiances measured by photomultiplier systems in the
two different trucks it was necessary to have a calibration faptor ex-
pressing the ratio between sensitivities of the two systems.3, This
factor was obtained experimentally by locating the two trucks side by
side and making simultaneous determinations of Itau and Id for each
photomultiplier-filter combination in the two trucks. The ratios be-
tween the Itau obtained by a system in one truck and the Itau obtained
by the same photomultiplier-filter system in the other truck were used
to normalize the Itau irradiance value obtained on one system to that
of the other. In the same manner a normalizing factor was found for
the Id measurements*- The calibration process was repeated approxi-
mately once each week and average factors determined at the end of the
test period. A discussion of the dex'IFtions of the calibration factors
is containea a Later section of thic report. Checks maac P'. an
earlier study-' showed that the angular response of the photomult' " e:--
filter combinations differed slightly from a cosine dependence on
incident angle. Corrections for this non-cosine angular response have
also been made in all calculations.
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Polar nephelometer data were taken at least once each evening.
The data were usually taken at one of the receiving stations, although
on several nights a series of readings were taken on the rooftop of the
Air Pollution Control District Building in order to check correlations
between atmospheric contamination and atmospheric scattering. The
nephelometer data were used to construct angular scattering diagrams
and to calculate asc , the attenuation coefficient due to the scattering
out of the light in a collimated bewu. The angular scattering diagram
is a plot of B(6)/B(100 ) versus 0 where B(0) is a quantity proportion-
al to the volume scattering function of the atmosphere concerned. The
volume scattering function is in turn defined as the amount of radi-
ation scattered per unit solid angle in the direction 0 per unit
irradiance and per unit volume of the beam. The attenuation coefficient
due to scattering was calculated from an integration of the scattering
function over all angles. A more detailed description of the methods
used in these two processes has been given in an earlier NFDL report. 3

It should be pointed out that both the angular scattering diagrams
and the asc values are representative of the local atmosphere during
the short time period in which the nephelometer readings were taken -
whereas the attenuation coefficients obtained from data with the flash
lamp and receivers are representative of a much larger atmosphere over
a much longer time period.

leteorological data were furnished to the project by U. S. Weather
Bureau personnel and consisted of temperature, relative humidity,
visibility, cloud cover, and wind data at the Los Angeles International
Airport and Burbank Airport; temperature and relative humidity reports
from the downtown Los Angeles office; and upper air data (temperature,
relative humidity, and Inversion height) from the Santa Monica sound-
ings. The locations of these sources are shown respectively by the
letters A, B, C, and D on the insert map of Figure 4. Atmospheric
contaminant data provided by the Los Angeles Air Pollution Control
District consisted of the results of measurements of the following
contaminants at the downtown Los Angeles station: NO, N02, CC, SO2 ,
03 total oxidant, and particulate matter. Standard methods of chemi-
cal analysis were used for the contaminant measurements except for the
particulate matter (particles smaller than 40 microns) which was de-
termined by an optical reflectance method. 7 The Km unit in which the
particulate content is expressed is defined as

K 10 log 1 0 (R)
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Where R is the reflectance of a white filter paper of 1 cm2 area through
which 1 m4 of the air under test has been passed and Ro is the reflec-
tauce of uie filter paper before the air has passed through it.

TEST RESULTS

Weather and Contaminant Data

Table 1 shows details of the weather and contaminant data re-
ported during each nightly test run. The entries are believed self-
explanatory except that a comment should perhaps be made on the column
labeled "Test Range.' The visibilities in this column are estimates
which were based on observations made by the operators of the receiv-
ing station, observations made from the light source location at tie
beginning and end of the test period, and the Meteorologic l Range
which was computed from the measured a., by the expression

MR= 3.912

The reliability of nighttime estimates of visibility is always open to
question even when mae by trained meteorological observers under the
best of conditions. The values shown as range estimates are no ex-
ception to this statement. It is believed that they can be satisfac-
torily used to provide visibility trends during a single night and even
from one night to another. Their absolute values, however, should be
considered only as indicating a general rnge. Tolerances of ±40%
should probably be assigned to these visibility estimates.

Attenuation Coefficients

Figures 15 through 18 show the individual at values obtained on
each of the test nights--each sheet containing the data for a single
wavelength. Figures 19 through 22 and 23 through 26 show the same

,sort of presentation of atau and asc respectively. The encircled
points are values obtained with clouds over the test range. From these
data have been constructed the histograms of Figures 27 through 29
showing the number of values falling within consecutive a intervals of
width 0.10 mile "1 .

Attenuation coefficients for absorption (gabs) were calculated as
the numerical difference between a t and asc.3,4 Results are shown in
Figure 30 for the wavelength 0.50g. The numerical values of these
absorption coefficients are nie-d ic- u ' oder of =ganitude
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only. There are two reasons for this lack of confidence. First, the

magnitude of ot and usc are not appreciably different and thus aabs, the
difference between them, will contain magnified effectR of the uncer-
tainties in either at or asc. Second, the a., value for any given wave-
length is representatie of a given point in the atmosphere over a short
period of time, whereas the at value is determined by over-all atmos-
pheric conditions between light source and receiver over approximately
one-half hour, and thus the difference of these two quantities would be
representative of atmospheric absorption only if the atmosphere were
uniform with respect to space and time--a condition which did not often
exist during the study.

It should be noted that the attenuation coefficient values shown
in these data (Figures 15 through 30) are representative of atmospheric
conditions ranging from very clear (visibility 15+ miles) to heavy haze
and/or light fog (visibility 3 miles). Also included are several nights
in which clouds were over the range. Table 2 is a tabulation of the
various operating nights by general weather classification types.

From the data of Figures 15 through 26 it will be seen that there
appears to be a somewhat cyclic pattern in the attenuation coefficients
consisting of a gradual increase in coefficients from the beginning of
the test period to a maximum on 19 August, a rapid decrease to minimum
values on 22 August followed by two more cycles of gradual increases
followed by sharp decreases to ninimum values on 4 September and again
on 2.1 September. Partial explanations of this cyclic behavior can be
seen from the data of Tables 1 and 2. The night of 22 August, on which
the first minimum in a values occurred, had low stratus cloud overhead,
but of greater importance was the atmospheric clarity below the clouds
(visibility estimated 8 miles). The "scattering-in" effect of the low
clouds is believed of secondary importance since the ct and a c values,
neither of which should be affected by the presence of a cloua cover,
are also very low on this night. The next minimum in a values which
occurred on 4 September is very readily explained by a markedly clear
atmosphere with very good visibilities. Actually the difference be-
tween the observed visibilities of 22 August and 4 September is greater
than would be indicated b- a comparison of the attenuation coefficients
for those two nights. A possible explanation of this discrepancy is
that the downtown atmospheres in which the attenuation coefficients
were measured may not have differed much from one another on the two
nights in question, but the over-all atmospheric conditions outside
the rather small measuring area on 22 August were not as clear as those
of 4 September, thus producing the difference between observed visi-
bility conditions. The relatively low atau values on 21 September are
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believed to be at least partially the result of a 'scattering-in"
effect of the low clouds reported on that night, since the at and asc
values did not show as marked a decrease as the at .  The nights

during which noticeably high values of asc, at, atu. occurred
(i6, 1.3, 19, 26, auld 27 Au-u-L) w-L- hU LL W.;L LU I-U V1ulltC6md

in the casc of 26 and 27 August, luw clouds as well.

The relatively large number of zero values for at and atau at
0. 8 8u (Figures 18 and 22) actually includes a number of negative

values. The largest negative values obtained were at = -0.20 and
atau = -0.21 mile 1, but most of t em were in the range 0 to -0.10
mile- 1 . The -0.20 and -0.21 mile values were obtained on a night
when some difficulties were encountered because of photomultiplier
saturation by a ve-y bright moon and so may not be true values. The
small negative values are believed to have no significant physical
meaning other than to indicate that in the atmospheres concerned the
attenuation for the 0.88&± wavelength was so small that the measuring
method could not reliably detect the difference between the irradiance
level at the two different stations. Later sections will deal with
this estimated precision at greater length.

The tendency of most of the histograms to show a double peak
frequency distribution is believed to be a result of the weather pat-
tern consisting of periods of stagnation during which the attenuation
coefficients are relatively high followed by occasional periods during
which the circulation pattern is such that the stagnant air is swept
out and continuously replenished by cleaner, drier air in which the
attenuation coefficients are relatively low. The change from one type
of period to another takes place in a relatively short time and so the
bulk of the attenuation measurements were made in one or the other type
of atmosphere.

Because of the nature of the frequency distribution patterns of
attenuation coefficients It was felt that the calculated average value
would have little significance. Central halves of the distribution

range were therefore established for each of the a's as is shown on
the histograms. Los Angeles visibilities for which the upper and
lower limits of the atau central ranges are typical are estimated to
be 6 and 12 miles respectively.

Correlations Between Attenuation and Atuospheric Characteristics

In collimated atmospheric transmission measurements the attenua-
tion coefficients are usually found to correlate well with observed
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visibility. Since atau is the most significant attenuation coefficient
in transmissions in which a 4s source and flat receivers are considered,
a plot of atau versus estimated visibility has been prepared in Figure
31. The u alues at X = 0.5011 have been selected since of the spec-
tral bands used, it is nearest the wavelength at which the spectral
distribution curve of a nuclear weapon is a maximum. It will be noted
that although the correlation is not as clear cut as might be hoped,
there is a general grouping of the largest coefficients toward the
sallest visibilities and vice versa. The points inclosed in circles
are for data obtained when clouds were overhead. The arithmetic mean
of atu values for each visibility is shown by an x, and the dashed
line75is been drawn to fit these mean values. The visibility shown as
15+ miles was for the night of 4 September, an exceptionally clear
night. The fact that three of the four atau values were higher on that
night than they were for some other nights with poorer visibility has
no obvious explanation. It is possible that during the early part of
the night there was sufficient residual haze in the downtown area to
affect the measured attenuation coefficients but because of the rapid
clearing in the outlying districts the over-all visibility was better
than that indicated by the coefficients themselves. The fact that the
last coefficient obtained that night was appreciably lower than the
earlier values lends some credence to this explanation*

Attempts to relate atau values to atmospheric relative humidity
were not successful. Figures 32 and 33 show atau versus surface relative
humidity (downtown Los Angeles) for two wavelengths, and are typical of
all data Figure 34 shows atau versus relative humidity aloft. The
humidity aloft values are averages of surface humidity and humidity at
the 800-ft level (elevation of the source). The 800-ft relative
humidities were obtained from the Santa Monica upper air soundings
taken at 1700 and 0500 hours PDST, linear interpolations between the
morning and afternoon soundings being used to estimate the relative
humidity values at the time of the attenuation measurements. Some
correlation was found to exist between c c and the Los Angeles surface
relative humidity for all four wavelengths (Figure 35) and is of the
expected form, that is, asc increasing with relative humidity.

Figures 36, 37, 38 and 39 are plots of tau at wavelength 0.50g
versus various measured contaminants. The data have been plotted at
four different ranges of relative humidity in order to minimize any
=asking effect that varying relative humidity might cause. It will
be seen that with the exception of the high humidity groups there can
be found some slight increase in atau with increasing contaminant
content for the N0 2 , Km, and CO data, but no apparent relationship
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with ozone content. The effect of the N02 can probably be expected
because of the relatively high absorption of this gas for visible radi-
ation. 9 , 1 0 Increasing particulate matter (Km) should also be expected
to increase atmospheric attenuation although the absence of detailed
information concerning the constituents and size distribution of the
particles makes impossible any more specific co ments. CO has no sig-
nificant absorption in the visible ranges and would not be expected to
attenuate by scattering. Its relation to atAu is probably merely an
indication that the conditions favorable to haze formation are also
favorable to increasing CO content. The ozone amounts were so low at
night that they are probably of no significance as indicators of optical
characteristics of the atmosphere.

The reported contaminants of the Los Angeles atmosphere which might
contribute to the absorption coefficient for light of wavelength
X = 0.50 are ozone, nitrogen dioxide, and particulate matter.
Chappius band absorptions were calculated for the observed ozone con-
centrations using reported 11,12 absorption coefficients for ozone at
X = 0.50i. but were found to be negligible. The reported nitrogen
dioxide contents during the testing hours ranged from 0 to a !.imum
of 0.1 ppm. Absorption coefficients shown in the literature9 ' in-
dicate that a nitrogen dioxide content of 0.1 ppm could cause an
attenuation coefficient due to absorption as great as 0.17 mile~-.
Thus the nitrogen dioxide appears to be a factor in atmospheric ab-
sorption, especially in view of the reported increase of the oxides
of nitrogen with elevation in the Los Angeles atmosphere. 1 3 However,
the plot of abs at wavelength 0.509 versus nitrogen dioxide shown
in Figure 4o oes not indicate any significant correlation between
the two--probably because of the previously mentioned difficulty in
obtaining representative Cabs values from the data of this study.
The difference between the path lengths of the "scattered-in" and
direct radiation also complicates evaluation of the absorptiQn process.

Evaluating the optical importance of the particulate contents
(particles smaller than 40ki) in the Los Angeles contaminants is dif-
ficult because the value reported is not an absolute contgnt and
furthermore is not broken down into various constituents.' Typical
values of particulate contents in the Los Angeles atmosphere own
in the literature vary widely1 3 ,1,,15 but according to magill the
carbon and metal particles could account for 10 to 50% of the observed
visibility decrease. More precise determinations of absorption co-
efficients and much more detailed contaminant analyses than were
obtained in this experiment would be required for adequate investi-
gation of this feature of the atmospheric contaminants.



Ratio of "Scattered-in" to Direct Irradiance

Figures 41 through 45 show relationships between R and the dis-
tance from the source, where R is the ratio between "scattered-in"
irradiance and direct irradiance. In order to simplify the presenta-
tion, the data are shown only for wavelengths 0.40 and 0.88g. The
numerical R values for the intermediate wavelengths in almost all cases
were found to lie between the valucc obtained for 0.40 and 0. 8&L. It
should be noted that different vertical scales have been used on the
various sets of curves.

In Figure 41, R values have been plotted for 30 August, a night
with relatively low visibilities and high R values. The large in-
crease in R which took place between runs 1 and 3 (approximately 3 hours
time differential) reflects the visibility reduction and attenuation
coefficient increase which occurred during that time interval. Figure
42 is for 5 September, a night with high visibility and low attenuation
coefficients. Here again the R vclues increased noticeably between the
first and last runs of the test period. Figures 43, 44 and 45 are for
22 August, 27 August, and 7 September--all nights in which clouds formed
or materially increased during the test period, thus providing a possi-
bility of evaluating cloud effects. This evaluation of the modifying
effect of the clouds can be made by comparing, for a given wavelength,
the R curve obtained on the early run (before cloud formation) with the
R curve obtained on the 1-Pte run (after cloud .formation). In making
this :omparison, however, consideration must be given to the changes
which normally occurred in R between the early and late runs when
cloud we s not present. Thus on 22 August (Figure 43) although the
values of R at a given distance for a given wavelength are somewhat
higher after cloud formation than for an earlier run without clouds,
the increases in R with clouds -rp not much different from the in-
creases which were usually found as the night progrczczd on cloudless
nights. The same comments can be made for the effects of the broken
cloud at an estimated 1,000 ft on 27 August and the over'-ist cloud at
16,000 ft on 7 September (Figures 44 and 45, respectivel.'), except
that on 27 August the R versus distance curve for cloudy conditions
and wavelength 0.88L was found to have a maximum at a distance between
2 and 3 miles from the source. The 0.40p wavelength curve also evi-
dences some cloud effect on the same night, in that it is straight
instead of tipping upward like the curve for the corresponding wave-
length before cloud formation.

Clouds were present on four other nights but for the following
reasons no attempts have been made to judge the influence of the clouds.
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On 21 August the clouds were so variable in amount that no consistent
pattern of effects could be expected. On 26 August low broken to over-
cast clouds formed 'ut transmission characteristics were so variable
on this night that reliable evaluations of cloud effect were not
possible. On A September there were thin high clouds during nne run,
but the coverage was too small to be significant. On 21 September low
clouds (broken to overcast) were present during the entire test period.
Thus comparisons between cloudless and cloudy conditions could not be
madc for this night. Maxirn were not oboered in any of the R versus
distance curves on this night.

The absence of any effect of high cloud on R as shown in Figure 45
was also observed in the desert experiments. Tne variaoility of the
low cloud effect on P was not expected, however. A possible explaenation
of it may be found in the nature of the low clouds themselves--which
consisted of patches of high fog blown in from the ocean. The thick-
ness and spacing of the cloudz was quite variable and the cloud bottoms
were very ragged. These are both characteristics which might be ex-
pected to produce variable results insofar ts their light scattering
effects are concerned.

Atmospheric Angular Scattering Diagrams

As indicated in the description of test methods, polar nephelometer
runs were made on most of the nights during the investigation. The data
thus obtained were used primarily for determinations of the coefficients
of attenuation by scattering (G Sc) The scattcring diagrams which were
plotted from these data were similar in hap, to those found by other
investi1ators for comparable atnosn:e . ... -- that is, I arg
ratio of forward scattering to baich scattering and a minimum in the
scattering function at an angle of approximately 120 degrees (measured
from the forward direction of the projected beam). Figures46 and 47
show angular scattering diagrams for sevcral different Los Angeles
atmospheric conditions. In Figure 46 are plotted the diagrams for
three different nights, all with wavelength C.50. The atmosnhere in
which the data for the 16 August curve were taken would probably be
described as having light fog. The asc value at this time and location
(Southwest Museum) was computed from the nephelometer data to be 2.17
mile-1 . Measurements of transmission by the two-station method were
discontinued that evening at about the same time because of the rapidly
changing conditions. The value at for wavel..nt 0. t i was found to be
1.10 mile - approximately one-half hour previously. Relative humidity
was unfortunately not measured at the nephelometer site. The recorded
value at the downtown Los Angeles station was )0 . The 4 Septembe2
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curve was obtained in a dry, clear atmosphere with relative humidity
55% and a measured asc value of 0.22 mile - ' at wavelength 0.50 . The
22 September curve is for a moderately hazT atmosphere with relative
humidity 71% and a ca value of 0.50 mile- at wavelength 0.50 L. The
three curves clearly show the effect of increasing humidity in increas-
ing the ratios of forward scattering to back scattering. In Figure 47
have been plotted three angular scattering diagrams obtained at approxi-
mately one-half hour intervals on 22 September on the rooftop of the
Air Pollution Control District building in downtown Los Angeles. This
series of nephelometer data was tak en to facilitate correlation be-
tween scattering coefficient and the conteminant measurements which
were being made at the same building. However, since there was no very
significant change in contaminants during the test period, no attempt
has been made to relate the curve shapes to contaminant counts. Re-
lative humidity values showed an increase during the night which is
reflected by increasing ratios of forward scattering to side scattering

and back scattering, as well as increasing values of asc.

As was mentioned earlier, nephelometer measurements were made at
four different wavelengths -- 0.40, 0.45, 0.50 and 0.55 i. The ratios
of forward-to-backvward scaLtering were geneirally found tn increase with
wavelength in agreement with the findings of others.-,4) 6 As was

..g..ctcd by Gibbons,3 a possible e -lanation of the nature of this
wavelength dependency is that with increasing wavelength the relative
contribution of molecular and small particle scattering to total atmos-
pheric scattering decreases rapidly. ThuS with increasing wavelength
the increase in relative importance of large particle scattering (which

is characterized by large ratios of forward to back scattering) has a
greater effect than tne reauction in the raLiu uf forward to back
scattering which occurs for any given particle size.

Variability of '"ronsmission

A well .onown optical characteristic of the earth's atmosphere is
its variability--with respect to both time ana sPace. This variability

takes two genkeral forms--variations in refractive index and variations
in aerosol. Shimmer, twinkle, and scintiLi.atio: which plague the
astronomical observer as well as the surveyor are the result of rapid
smra1- za l variations o ir the air's index of refraction along the ob-
server's line of sight--ic variations in refractive index occur~n
because of atmospheric turbulence primarily of a thermal nature. , 9,

The so-called heat waves seen above heated surfaces are a familiar ex-
ample of refractive index fluctuations. Figure 48 gives an example of
these effects. This photograph shows the collecting mirror of an
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astronomical telescope as it was illuminated by a star with exposure
time approximately 1/25 second. If the atmosphere were homogeneous the
mirror would be uniformly illuminated instead of displaying the stri-
ations which result from refractive index variations. Variations in
the type, size, and number of light-scattering and light-absorbing
particles of the aerosol lead to another type of fluctuation in atmos-
pheric transmission both with respect to time and space. These vari-
ations of the aerosol would appear to result from local topographical
features and small scale meteorological phenomena.

The optical characteristics of the Los Angeles atmosphere were
found to vary widely with respect to both time and space--the time
variations occurring in the form of rapid unpredictable variations as
well as in the form of gradual trends extending over several hours.
Examples of the relatively slow moving changes can be seen in the plots
of individual values of attenuation coefficients obtained during one
night (Figures 15 through 26). Manifestations of the more rapid changes
and the spatial fluctuations are found in the consecutive irradiance
measurements of the unprocessed data. In order to obtain specific ex-
amples of these, several nights were devoted to measurements designed
to show the variations in the optical characteristics of the Los Angeles
atmosphere. The measurements were of two general types; namely, those
made at a single observation station and those made simultaneously at
two different stations.

Fluctuations in irradiance levels at four different points at a
single observation station were observed by mouuLia 6 fuu- phjLumuiti-
plier tubes in an arrangement so that they could be spaced at distances
from each other varying from 4 inches to 11 feet. The photomultiplier
tubes used were the same types as those used in the truck-mounted
field-of-view devices, but for this experiment the tubes were removed
from the trucks and mounted in small boxes with circular apertures
providing fields of view of approximately 14 degrees half-angle. Two
different combinations of filter and photomultiplier were used--one
giving a peak response to the lamp output at O.40 , the other at 0.77P.
Voltage supplies and detection systems used were those of the obser-
vation Trucks. Tne neral procedure was to set the photomultiplier
tubes and filters in the desired array, all four facing the light
source, and then record the observed signals of each tube for at least
fifteen consecutive lamp flashes. This process was then repeated with
other desired array systems. The average of the responses was taken
for each of the four filter-photomultiplier combinations in the array
and a normalizing factor determined and applied to the individual re-
sponses so that the four averages would be identical, thus eliminating
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the effects of tube sensitivity. Cross comarisons were then made be-
tween the normalized responses of the four combinations for each lamp
flash. Figure 49 shows the four different arrays used at a single
i LaLiuii. Tabile 3 huw j ,wIluia u!tiukli ujf the ILoImalized responscs
for one of the 'our different arrays as observed at the Griffith Park

station on 20 September. In Figure 50 the average differences between
the individual normalized responses are shown for all four arrays used
on 20 September. The Griffith Park station was the most distant used
in the study. Similar data obtained at shorter distances from the
source displayed the same types of variations, but on a smaller scale.

Several conclusions can be drawn from Table 3 and Figure 50.

a. At a distance of 6.8 miles from the source the output from a
single flash produces widely varying irradiance values at slightly
separated points.

b. Over the range of separations tested (4 inches to 11 feet)
the average variations between responses at different points do not
change with amount of separation.

c. For 4-inch separations between detectors the variations along
a horizontal plane are not significantly different from those along a
vertical plane.

d. Average variations in irradiance at two separated points are
much greater at wavelength 0.771 than for wavelength 0.4%1.

The observed point-to-point fluctuations are more reasonably ex-
plained by refractive index fluctuations due to turbulence than by

.~n~lsof atmocpheric paric siz -- ddsrbti- i

the latter woua require thc etstence of atmospheric cells of well
defined boundaries having small areas normal to the line of sight and
long dimensions parallel to it.

The apparent wavelength dependency of the variations is probably
due to the fact that a larger fraction of "scattered-in" radiation in
the 14-degree half-angle field of view is contained in shorter wave-
lengths. Since the effects of refractive index fluctuations (or atmos-
pheric inhomogeneities) are averaged out in the "scattered-in" radiation,
the shorter wavelengths should experience smaller magnitude fluctuations.

A second type of variability study was made by comparing irradiance
values obtained from two different observation stations--the two stations
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being located at approximately the same distance from the source but in
different directions from the source. For these comparisons one ob-
serving truck was set up at each station and irradiance readings taken
for a series of flashes. The photomultiplier-filter combinations and
fields of view were the same as those used in the normal attenuation
runs and the same calibration constants previously cescribed were used
to remove the effect of different sensitivities in the two truck
systems. Since the two stations were not at exactly the same distance
from the light source, additional corrections for inverse square attenu-
ation and atmospheric attenuation were applied to the response at one
of the two stations before direct comparisons were made between the
responses at the two stationi. The inverse square correction factor
was simply the quotient of the squares of the two distances. The
atmospheric attenution correction was made by using an assumed attenu-
ation coefficient based on measured values from comparable nights.
Figures 51 through 62 show results of these comparisons. Figure 51,
for example, shows relative irradiance values for wavelength 0.40 i at
the Springvale and Ft. Moore stations for the night of 13 September.
These data, and all other data in these comparisons, are for a field
of view of 64 degrees half-angle, without occulter. Thus the irradi-
ance values being compared represent both direct and "scattered-in"
irradiance. The time interval between consecutive flashes was 2
minutes. However, between flashes 4 and 13 a time interval of 18
minutes elapsed (other readings were being taken during this period).
The time interval between runs was only a few minutes. It will be
noted that during the first two runs shown in Figure 51 the Ft. Moore

.rrad.ance values are silmifirqntly higher than those at Snrinpvale
but the difference between the two is far from uniform. During the
first part of run 4 the differences between the two stations were
negligible but 18 minutes later the irradiance levels at both stations
were much lower and continued to decrease at Springvale while starting
to increase again at Ft. Moore. Comparisons between the same stations
fur L.hu (.5C41 -~j O.77 i wavclcnigtho (F-igures 5 2 and 55) show imi1nr
fluctuationz* In Figure 54, which shows the comparison for the longest
wavelengths (0.88 ±), the previously established relations are reversed,
the atmosphere between source and Ft. Moore showing greater attenuation
than that between source and Springvale. Figures 55 through 62 are
comparisons between irradiance levels at the Allesandro and Ft. Moore
stations for two consecutive nights. In these cases the shorter wave-
length radiations again experienced significantly smaller attenuations
in the atmosphere between the source and the Ft. Moore station than in
the comparison atmosphere between source and the Allesandro station.
For the longer wavelengths there is no consistent pattern of difference
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except for the 0.88 i radiation on 17 September (Figure 58) in which
case the Ft. Moore atmosphere displayed greater attenuation than the
Allesandro atmosphere.

In describing the comparisons it was mentioned that an attenuation
correction was made by use of an assumed attenuation coefficient. To
insure that the comparisons were not being distorted by improper values
of this correction, several calculations were made with various assumed
values of coefficient. The results showed that the differences between
the irradiances at the two stations could not be explained by any
reasonable change in this coefficient. The effect of errors in the
calibration factor used to correct for differences between instrument
sensitivity in the two trucks was also examined. The average deviation
from the mean in the series c weekly calibrations ranged from 5 to 9
percent for the four filter-photomultiplier combinations. The differ-
ences between irradiance levels at the two stations are for the most
part larger than could be explained by calibration factor errors of
this order of magnitude.

It thus appears that the differences between relative irradiance
levels at the two stations are the result of real differences in the
atmospheres intervening between the light source and the stations. To
gain some idea of the magnitude of these differences in terms of attenu-
ation coefficients, reference is made to the Ft. Mloore-Allesandro
comparison used in the above example of 17 September, wavelength 0.140I,
run 1, flash 13 (Fiure 55)v Assuming that Otau for the atmosphere
between source and Ft. Moore had the value 0.33 mile- 1 , the ata value
for the atmosphere between source and Allesandro would have to te 0.45
mile -1 in order to produce the observed difference in relative irradi-
ance level. This magnitude difference in atau for the two areas is not
at all unreasonable.

The wavelength dependency of these comparisons indicates that on
the nights concerned the atmosphere between source and Ft. Moore in
downtown Los Angeles apparently contained particles whose attenuating
effects on the near infrared were noticeably greater than those of the
particles in the other two atmospheres. The possibility of water vapor
effects on these comparisons was considered by assuming relative humid-
ity and temperatures of the Ft. Moore and Allesandro atmospheres to
correspond to those recorded on 18 September for downtown Los Angeles
and Burbank, respectively. The precipitable water contents in the two
paths were calculated from these data to be 19.2 and 16 -m, respectively.
The selective water vapor absorptions for these two water contents ftr
the infrared window II (O.94 to 1.131) differ by only a few percent
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and thus there appears to be no possibility of differential water vapor
absorption causing the observed irradiance differences. Aerosol par-
ticle distribution offers a much more plausible explanation since the
relation between the extinction cross-section of a water droplet and
the wavelength varies greatly with the dropleL bize--Lhe Lurm "e-
tinction cross-section" being defined as the ratio between the luminous
flux scattered by the droplet and the illuminance on the droplet.22 For
example, droplets of radius O.Sp have an extinction cross-section for
radiation of wavelength 0.88i which is approximately 1.5 times as large
as for radiation of wavelength 0.50ti but droplets of radius 0.5 i have
an extinction cross-section for O.88 radiation which is only 0.7 times
that for 0.50t radiation.23 Persistent differences between the aerosol
spectrum of the Ft. Moore area and that of the Springvale-Allesandro
area could undoubtedly account for the greater near infrared attenua-
tions of the Ft. Moore atmosphere.

Reliability

Precise evaluations of the reliability of the data presented in
this report are not easily made. The usual precautions were taken
to minimize instrumental error. All electronic components were ser-
viced and checked before, during and after the project. Oscilloscope
calibrations were checked periodically during the experiment. The
alignment between each field-of-view device and its sighting telescope
was checked at the end of the first month of testing and was found
satisfactory. Steady state photomultiplier current outputs were
measured during periods of unusually large background lighting or if
the data gave indication of saturation effects. At one station
(Cadman Street) it was found necessary to mask a streetlight which
caused saturation of one of the photomultipliers. To the greatest
extent possible, preliminary processing of data was accomplished as
taken in the trucks so that such sources of error as incorrect filter
settings, field-of-view adjustments, and gain controls could be inmedi-
ately detected and rectified. The best indication of instrumentation
reliability is probably the series of calibration constants which re-
present the ratio of responses of companion equipment in the trucks as
obtained by parking the two trucks side by side and observing the same
light flashes. These calibrations were obtained weekly for each photo-
mu1 tiplier filter combination and for both aureoled and direct trans-
missions. Over the entire test period the average deviation from the
mean for any given filter-photomultiplier combination ranged from 6
to 9 percent for direct transmission and from 5 to 9 percent for
aureoled transmission. The effect which a 7 percent error in cal.-
bration factor would have on the calculated attenuation coefficient
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varies with the magnitude of the attenuation coefficient and with the
distance between test stations. Taking two actual runs as examples
with at values of 0.20 and 0.81 mile "1 it was found that a 7 percent
change in calibration factor would ube Jhanges of 15 percent and 8
percent, respectively, in the calculated etau values.

A second source of unreliability is the change in atmospheric
transmission that occurs during the approximately half hour required
for the accumulation of data for a given filter-photomultiplier com-
bination. The data taken during this period establish the shape of
the curve showing response versus field of view. Any atmospheric
changes that occur during the time that the shape of the curve is being
determined will affect the total aureoled transmission when the curve
is extrapolated to the full 2n field of view and will affect the colli-
mated transmission when the curve is extrapolated to the zero field of
view. Persistent changes during a given run could be detected by com-
paring measurements taken at the beginning and end of the run with the
same field of view, and if the changes were significantly large the
data concerned were discarded. Short-lived atmospheric changes which
did not last through the length of a run would not, however, be de-
tected by this method but could still have an effect, especially since
both observation stations would probably not experience the same changes.
As was mentioned earlier, a series of eight readings without occulter
and with field of view 64 degrees half-angle were taken with each
filter--four at the beginning of the run and four at the end. To ob-
tain some concept of the magnitude of the short-time changes, the
average percent deviations from the arithmetic mean were calculaed
for these values for each run on eight typical nights--four nights with
high attenuation coefficients and four with low coefficients. The
overall averages of these deviations (expressed as percent of the
arithmetic mean) for the eight nights were 6% for wavelengths 0.4 and
0.5 4, 8% for wavelength 0.7711, and 7% for wavelength 0.88p. The effects
which errors of these magnitudes would have on calculated values of
at and a were also examined for several typical runs and were found
to vary wely--the smallest being a 3% change in a a t value of 1.32
mile - , the largest being an 80% change in a atau value of 0.03 mile -1 .

Considering the above factors it is estimated that the individual
attenuation coefficients determined in this experiment have precisions
ranging from ±0.15 mile- 1 for the large coefficients to ±0.03 mile- 1

for the small coefficient values.

These estimates describe the reliability of a given coefficient
with respect to that particular segment of the nighttime Los Angeles
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atmosphere being measured. The degree to which the given values re-
present the entire area is much more difficult to evaluate. Values of
attenuation coefficients for collimated transmission between 0.23 ana
0.55 microns have been measured for the Pasadena area by Dunkelman.

2 4

Values shown in his report for X = 0.40 1 in the month of September 1949
range from 0.64 to 1.77 mile -1 . Corresponding visual ranges calculated
from the attenuation coefficients at X = 0.55p were 12 and 3.5 miles
rcspcctively. Figure 27 of this report shows the frequency distribution
of at, which is the coefficient corresponding to Dunkelmants collimated
measurements. It will be noted that the central half range of the fre-
quency distribution for at at wavelength 0.40 ± lies within the range
of Dunkelman's values. However differences were often observed between
visibilities in the test area and those reported at nearby Burbank, and
obvious differences in haze conditions in various parts of the area are
often apparent. The general impression that was obtained during the
experiment was that nighttime haze was less pronounced in the outermost
regions of the test area except perhaps in the direction towards the
ocean. Thus it is believed that the attenuation coefficients measured
in this study represent the maximum nighttime values for the entire area
for the time period concerned wita the possible exception of the areas
subject to frequent coastal fog.

Atmospheric Transmittance Curves

The four solid curves of Figure 65 have been prepared to show
calculated transmAittances of four typDical atmospheres for the case of
flat receivers and radiation from a 4K radiating black body source at
60000 K. Ihe atmospheres are typical of those in which this study was

performed and those at the Nevada Test Site where two earlier investi-
gations were made by a group from this Laboratory.3J, Also shown in

Figure 63 for comparison purposes are the four dashed curves from
Figures 3-5A and 3-5B of TM 23-200.25

The characteristics of the atmospheres concerned mere as follows:

a. Curve 1, Nevada desert atmosphere in February, clear skies,
estimated visibility 65 miles, and water vapor content 5.5 g/0
(corresponds to 0.32 cm of precipitable water in a 1000-yard path

length).

b. Curve 2, Nevada desert atmosphere in May, clear s ies, esti-
mated visibility 35 miles, and water vapor content 2.8 g/m' (corres-
ponds to 0.25 cm of precipitable water in a 1000-yard path length).
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c. Curve 3, Los Angeles, California, atmosphere in August and
September, clear skies with light haze, estimated visibility 12 miles
and water vapor content 11.8 g/m3 (corresponds to 1.08 cm of precipi-
table water in a 1000-yard path length).

d. Curve 4, Los Angeles, California, atmosphere in August and
September, clear skies with moderate haze, estimated visibility 6 miles
and water vapor content 13.0 g/m,3 (corresponds to 1.19 cm of precipi-
table water in a 1000-yard path length).

In order to calculate the transmittance values the radiation
spectrum of the black body was divided into 13 bands as follows: five
bands corresponding to infrared windows II through VI, 2 1 four bands
in the visible and near infrared representing the four photomultiplier-
filter combinations used in this study, and four ultraviolet bands from
0.22 to 0.36[. At any given range in a given atmosphere the trans-
mittance value T was calculated as the sum

13

T TiRi
i=l

where T. represents the atmospheric transmittance value in the ith

spectra± band and R, represents the fraction of the 60000 K black body
radiation contained in the same band. The individual values of Ti
used in the visible and near infrared bands were calculated from the
experimental attenuation coefficients (atau) obtained in these studies.
In the infrared windows beyond IV_ Ti was calculated from water vapor
absorption and extrapolated values of ataRu The water vapor absorp-
tions were calculated from published data2- relating infrared absorp-
tion and precipitable water--the latter being obtained from relative
humidity and temperature records compiled during the project. The
extrapolation of atau from experimental data was made by the ex-
pression

Otau = CX 
07

The exponent -0.7 is that which was previously suggested2 6 for the
wavelength dependency of asc in the infrared region. The justification
for the use of this value in extrapolating atau into the infrared is
that atau is essentially the difference between a "scattering-out"
and a "scattering-in" process and may therefore be expected to have a
wavelength dependency similar to that of *c" In the ultraviolet
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bands, Ti for the desert atmosphere was calculated from collimated

attenuation coefficients shown in the literature2 4 for the same desert

area. A "scattered-in" correction was applied to the collimated co-

efficient$ by subtracting from them a value numerically equal to one-

half the Rayleigh scattering coefficient. The numerical values
subtracted ranged from a minimum of 0.06 mile- 1 f r the ultraviolet
band centered at 0.341 to a maximum of 0.45 mile - T for the ultraviolet
band centered at 0.23 . In the Los Angeles atmospheres the attenuation

coefficient for each ultraviolet band was the sum of an extrapolated

atau plus a calculated absorption by oxygen and ozone. The extra-
polation used was a straight line extrapolation of a plot of ln atau
versus wavelength, where the atau values were the Los Angeles experi-

mental results obtained on those days selected as typical for the
visibility and moisture conditions for which the curves were drawn.

The difference between the TM 23-200 curves and those based on the
experimental attenuation data is believed to be caused by the rela-

tively low height of the source in the NRDL experiments which, as
was explained by Gibbons, 3 results in an atmospheric attenuation some-

what between that of the air burst and surface burst curves of TM 23-
200.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF NRDL ATMOSPHERIC ATTENUATION EXPERDIENTS

This report covers the last of five NRDL experimental investi-
gations of attenluation prope.-,ies Of severa- di fferent amsh~

The previous investigations were in the San Francisco Bay Area, San
Joaquin Valley (ground to air measurements),e and at the Nevada Test
Site.3, In the first study1 the emphasis was on the ratio between

irradiance received from a 4,A source by a flat receiver and that re-
ceived by a collimated receiver. Using data obtained for wavelengths

ranging from 0.40 to 0-9ii the above defined ratio for wavelength 0.55 1
was estimated to have a maximum of 1.9 at a distance of 7 miles for
an atmosphere with a 12-mile visibility. The presence of broken to
overcast clouds was found to approximately double this figure. In the
second study2 the ground-to-air measurements were made in hazy atmos-
pheres with approximately 10 miles visibility. From these measurements

the ratio of "scattered-in" radiation to total radiation (wavelength
0.5 . and 45 degree half-angle field of view) was found to vary from
0.06 at 4000-ft range to a maximum of 0.165 at 12,000-ft range, then

decreasing to 0.133 at 16,000-ft range* Longer wavelengths gave
smaller ratios. For example, with X = 0.90j the ratios ranged from
0.038 at 4000 ft to 0.046 at 16,000 ft. The next two experiments 3

were made at the Nevada Test Site - one in clear skies in May 1959
and the second in both clear and cloudy conditions in.February 1960.

4
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In these two experiments a polar nephelometer was used to determine

a c, the coefficient for attenuation by scattering only. Measurements
o at, the total attenuation coefficient for collimated transmission,
atau, the total attenuation coefficient for aureoled transmission, and
R, the ratio of "scattered-in" to collimatcd irradiance were also made.

Table 4 has been prepared to provide a very brief comparison of the
data obtained in the various experiments. For applications involving
thermal radiation from a nuclear weapon the attenuation experienced by
aureoled transmission (4 v source and flat recvivetr) is of greatest
interest. Thus the attenuation coefficient atau is also of special
interest. In the case of the San Francisco and San Joaquin Valley
data, calculations of at and atau were not included in the reports but
the difference (at - atau) could be calculated from the reported re-
lationships between "scattered-in" and total radiation at specified
distances. The significance of the term (at - otau) has been discussed
at some length previously. 3 It may be thought of as representing a
build-up coefficient resulting from the "scattering-in" process. Since

atau is not available from part of the NRDL data, the quantity (at - atau)
has been used -- '"+R the various NRDL experiments. Typical values

of (at - atau) are there cic1' - -, f in Table 4.

For wavelength 0.50P (or in some cases O.5-)o z>, -proximates
the effective peak wavelength of the spectral distribution 01 L .:!tv
of radiation from a nuclear weapon, typical values of (at - atau) maY
be established for three general types of atmospheres, namely; very
clear (visibility 20 miles or more), light haze (visibility about 12
miles), and moderate haze (visibility about 9 miles). Thus the desert
data would indicate a (at - atau) value of 0.04 mile - 1 for the very
clear atmosphere. The San Francisco and San Joaquin Valley data lead
to a (at - atau) value of 0.1 mile- 1 for the light haze condition.
The Los Angeles results give (at - atau) as 0.25 mile - 1 for the moder-
ate haze conditions. The effect of high thin clouds seems negligible.
The effect of lower clouds is to somewhat increase the value (at - atau)"
The Nevada Test Site data which indicate an increase of about 25%
(for 0.541 wavelength) is believed most reliable in this respect since
the Los Angeles data gave very inconclusive results with respect to
cloud effects, while the San Francisco Bay comparisons which show an
approximate doubling of (at - atau ) by cloud coverage may have been
distorted by other variables such as fog, smoke, and scattered clouds.
If a single value is to be chosen for the cloud factor, a compromise
at 1.40 seems reasoaule for the case of low clouds.

It was hoped that the Los Angeles tests would provide opportunities
for extensive measurements in smog atmospheres with visibilities as
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low as 1 mile. This did not prove to be the case, however, because

the intense smog of the daytime hours no longer existed by the time it
was dark enough to begin the measurements. Estimated visibilities as
low as 3 miles in haze and/or light fog were experienced during the
nighttime tests and the dashed line of Figure 31 showing the approxi-

mate relation between atau and estimated visibility for wavelength

0.50p has been extended to a 2-mile visibility value. Assuming that

the typical smog particles have the same size range as those of haze 2 7

the dashed line of Figure 31 can be used to estimate atau values for
visibilities in smog as low as 2 miles. In making these estimates,
however, it should be kept in mind that the visibility values which
were used in plotting the points are visual estimates of nighttime
visibility and thus must be considered as only approximations.

CONCLUSIONS

The following objectives of this experiment have been accomplished.
Using several wavelengths in the visible and near infrared spectral
regions, angular scattering diagrams have been constructed and values
of asc, at , atau, and R determined for the entire range of atmospheric
conditions prevailing in Los Angeles, California, during the nights
of AuguaL and September 1960. For the type of nighttime atmospheres
encountered in this period of the year in Los Angeles, numerical values

of atau can be very approximately estimated from observed visibility,
the lack of reliability resulting for the most part from the difficulty
in establishing nighttime visibility. Relative humidity and contaminant
measurements in downtown Los Angeles wert of little help in predicting
nighttime values of atau, although some correlations were observed be-
tween a., and relative humidity. For the atmospheres and ranges con-

-erned in this study the presence of high thin cloud or of low ragged
cloua '1'wn in from the ocean had little measurable effect on R or on
any of the zz :nuation coefficients, including atau .

Although the rang, -.i-ghttime 0tau values to be expected during
a typical August-September pa has been established, large fluctu-
ations both with respect to time an& 7ection from source will occur.

Curves showing atmospheric transmittance o4 'n a 4 v black body
source at 60000 K and a flat receiver facing the souzcf -,sus slant
range have been plotted for four typical atmospheres.
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TABLE 2

WEAUSER CONDITIONS

Weather Type Dates Remarks

No cloud, moderate haze, 8-10 None
visibilities estimated 8-12 None
4 to 8 miles 8-15 None

8-16 Light fog with visibilities less than
3 miles at end of test period.

8-17 None
8-18 Visibility decreased from 8 to 4 miles

during test period.
8-19 Light fog observed in the vicinity of

source near end of test period at
which time the relative humidity was
above 90% in downtown Los Angeles.

8-23 None
8-30 None
9-6 None
9-13 Visibility rapidly decreasing near

end of test period.
9-17 None
9-18 None
9-22 Visibility decreased from 8 to 4 miles

during test period.

No cloud, light haze, 8-11 Visibility estimated 15 miles.
visibilities 8 to 8-14 Visibility estimated 10 miles.
15+ miles 8-31 Visibility estimated 15 miles

9-1 Visibility increased during test
period.

9-4 Visibility greater than 15 miles,
light East winds.

9-5 Visibility estimated 12 miles.
9-10 Visibility estimated 10 miles. Down-

town L.A. relative humidity less than

54%.
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Weather Type Dates Remarks

9-11 Visibility decreased during test
period.

9-12 Visibility estimated 8 miles.

Variable cloud over 8-21 Variable low stratus, visibility
range increased from 6 to 10 miles during

test period.
8-.22 Scattered to broken low stratus during

most of test period. Visibility
estimated 8 miles.

8-26 Broken to overcast low stratus during
last part of test period. Visibility
decreased during test period.

8-27 Low overcast appeared at end of test
period. Visibility decreased from 10
to 3 miles during test period.

9-7 High scattered cloud (16,000 ft).
Visibility estimated 6 miles.

9-8 High scattered cloud (13,000 ft).
Visibility estimated 15 miles.

9-21 Broken to overcast low stratus.
Visibility estimated 8 miles.
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TABLE 3

RESPONSE FLUCTUATIONS, ARRAY No. 4
GRIFFITH PARK STATION, 20 SEPTEMBER

Normalized Response of Photomulti- Percent Difference from
Flash plier-Filter Combination, p amps A-1 Response

No A-1 A-2 C-1 C-2 A-2 C-1 C-2

1 0.880 0.855 0.640 0.796 -3.1 -30.2 -10.6
2 0.840 0.806 1.120 0.796 -4.3 +35.2 - 5.5
3 0.820 0.822 0.520 0.687 40.3 -37.7 -16.7
4 0.840 0.822 0.720 1.043 -2.3 -15.0 +25.5
5 0.840 0.822 0.600 1.043 -2.3 -30.2 +25.5
6 o.840 0.822 0.920 0.714 -2.3 +10.1 -15.9
7 o.840 o.822 0.800 0.934 -2.3 - 5.o +11.8
8 0.740 0.789 1.200 0.604 +6.2 +57.9 -17.1
9 0.800 o.789 1.16o 0.824 -1.4 +45.3 + 3.0

10 o0760 0,756 0,640 0,659 -0,5 -15.0 -12,7
11 0.760 0.789 0.520 0.796 +3.6 -30.2 +4.5
12 0.760 0.756 1.16o 0.961 -0.5 +50.3 +25.3
13 0.740 0.756 0.800 0.714 +2.0 + 7.5 - 3.3
14 0.700 0.740 0.520 0.769 +5.0 -22.6 + 8.7
15 0.760 0.773 0.6oO 0.576 +1.6 -20.1 -23.2

Average of Absolute Difference 2.5 27.5 13.9
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Fig. 2 Observation truck with field-of-view device in oper-
ating position. Round tube beneath field of view
device is part of the triggering circuit.
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Fig. 14 Typical curves of photomultiplier response versus field-of-
view. See text for complete explanation. The plotted points
represent experimental data except for the X, which is the aver-
age of the three plotted values, and the triangles which are
explained in the text.
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Fig, 15 Indi~vidual a values for" each test day, % 0.401. Encircled
points ob+,ailed with. cloud overhead.
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Fig. 16 Individual o. values for each test day, % = 0.50. Encircled
points obtained with cloud overhead.
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Fig. 17 Individual a values for each test oavy X 0.771. Encircled
points obtained with cloud overhead.
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Fig. 18 Individual avalues f'or each test day, X 0.88 j±. Encircled
points obtai&d with cloud overhead.
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Fig. 19 Individual a values for each test day, %= 0.41 . En-
circled poinuobtained with cloud overhead.
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Fig. 20 Individual o values for each test day, % = 0.50P En-
circled poin-4 obtained with cloud overhead.
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Fig. 21 Individual a values for each test day, X = 0.77A. En-

circled points obtained with cloud overhead.
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Fig. 22 Individual a values for each test day, X o.88 . En-
circled pointSUobtained with cloud overhead.
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Fig. 25 Individual asc values for each test day, X = 0.40 ±.
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Fig. 24 Individual asc values for each test day, .4 = 0.4.5.
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Fig. 31 Individual 0 values versus estimated range visibility.
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The dashed line has been drawn to fit the average values
which are plotted as X.
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Fig. '36 Individual (Y values at wavelength 0.50t, versus NO -content
for four diAvent ranges of relative humidity in do~ntown
Los Angpes. En circled points are for data taken with clouds
overhead.
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Fig. 37 Individual a values at wavelength 0.50 versus K readings
for four diMrent ranges of relative humidity in downtown Los

Ln .ges. Encircled points are for data taken with clouds over-
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town Los Angeles. Encircled points are for data taken with
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Fig. 41 Plots of' R versus D for two wavelengths on 350 August 1960.
Approximately 3 hours time differential between runs 1 and 75.
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F~ig. 412 Plots of R versus D for two wavelengths on 5 September 1960.
Approximately 3-1/2 hours time differential between runs 1
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Fig. 43 Plots of R versus D for two wavelengths on 22 August 1960.
See text for discussion of differences between rlns 1 and 3.
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Fig. 44 Plots of B versus D for two wavelengths on 27 August 1960.
S~ee text for discussion of differences between runs 2 and 3.
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Fig. 45 Plots of R versus D for t.o wavelengths on 7 September 1960.
See text for discussion of differences between runs 2 and 4.
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Yig. 46 Semilog plot of B(O)/B(10
0 ) versus 0 for three different

nights--all at wavelength 0.50i. See text for description
of the meteorological conditions during each night.
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Fig. 47 Semilog plot of B( )/B(lCO) versus 0 for three different
times during one night--all at wavelength 0.541. See text
for description of the meteorological conditions existing
during each run.
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Fig. 48 Shadow bands produced by atmospheric striations in

a photograph of Sirius taken with the 200-inch tele-
scope at the Palomar Observatory.
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Fig. 49 Diagram of photomultiplier arrays used in transmission
variability studies. A and C designate photomultiplier-

filter combinations with a-axirnum responses to lamp at
wavelengths 0.40L and 0.77-,, respectively.
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Fig. 50 Average differences between normalized responses of four
photomultiplier-filter arrays at Griffith Park station 20
September 1960. A and C designate photomultiplier-filter
combinations with maximum responses to lamp at wavelengths
0.40ti and 0.77a, respectively.
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Fig. 51 Comparisons of calculated irradiances at two different
stations for identical lamp flashes, 13 September 1960,
wavelength 0.40. See text for description of corrections

made for difference between the two station distances from

the source.
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Fig. 52 Comparisons of calculated irradiances at tudifferent
stations for identical lamp flashes, 13 September 1960,
wavelength 0.50±. See text for description of corrections

made for difference between the two station distances from
the source.
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g - Comparisons of calculated irradiances at two different
stations for identical lamxp flashes, 13 September 1960,
wavelength 0.77. See text for description of corrections

made for difference between the two station distances from

the source.
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Fig. 54 Comparisons of calculated irradiances at two different
stations for identical lamp flashes, 13 September 1960,

wavelength 0.88.. See text for description of corrections
made fox difference between the two station distances from

the source.
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Fig. 55 Comparisons of calculated irradiances at two different

stations for identical lamp flashes, 17 September 1960,

wavelength 0.40[1. See text for description of corrections

made for difference between the two station distances from

the source.
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Fig. 56 Comparisons of calculated irradiances attwo different

stations for identical lamp flashes, 17 September 1960,
wavelength 0.50P. See text for description of corrections
made for difference between the two station distances from
the source.
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Fig. 57 Comparisons of calculated irradiances at two different

stations fo:- identical lamp flashes, 17 September 1960,

wavelength 0.77A. See text for description of corrections

made for difference between the two station distances from

the source.
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Fig. 5; Comparisons of calculated irradiances at two different
stations for identical lamp flashes, 17 Sctmber 1960,
wavelengt. G.&84. See text -or description of corrections
made for difference between the two station distances Zron

the source.
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Fig. 59 Comparisons of calculated irradiances at tro different stations
for identical lamp flashes, 18 September 1960, wavelength
0.40ji. See text for descriltion of corrections nade for
difference between the two station distances from the source.
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Fig. 60 Comparisons of calculated irradiances at two different
stations for identical lamp flashes, 18 September 1960,
wavelength 0.5011. See text for description of corrections
made for difference between the two station distances from
the source.
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Fig. 61 Comparisons of calculated irradiances at two different stations
for identical lamp flashes, 18 September 1960, wavelength
0.77±. See text for description of corrections made for
difference between the two station distances from the source.
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vFig. 62 Comparisons of calculated irradiances at two different stations
for identical lamp flashes, 18 September 1960, wavelength 0.

8 811.
See text for description of corrections made for difference
between the two station distances from the source.
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Fig. 63 Plot of atmospheric transmittance versus slant range for
various sources and atmospher'es. Solid curves are for
aureoled transmission of radiation from a black body 4 n
radiator at 6000°K with atmospheres as follows : 1 and 2,

Nevada desert, visibility 65 and 55 miles, respectively;
3and Ii, Los Angeles, Ca~lifornia, during period August-
September for visibilities 12 and 6 miles, respectively. _,
Dashed curves are from Figures 3-5A and 3-5B of TM 23-200
as follows: 5 and 6 are for air bursts, wisibilities 50 and
10 miles, respectively; 7 and 8 are for surface bursts,

visibilities 50 and 10 miles, respectively.
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Defense Threat Reduction Agency
45045 Aviation Drive

Dulles, VA 20166-7517

CPWC/TRC May 6, 1999

MEMORANDUM FOR DEFENSE TECHNICAL INFORMATION CENTER

ATTN: OCQ/MR. WILLIAM BUSH

SUBJECT: DOCUMENT REVIEW

The Defense Threat Reduction Agency's Security Office
has reviewed and declassified or assigned a new
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If you have any questions, please call me at 703-325-
1034.
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